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NYC DESIGN WEEK 2019
2 weeks of events celebrating the world of design
340k attendees
100mm media impressions
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EXHIBITION PLATFORM PARTNER
Times Square takeover
2 weeks of design events
5 million anticipated visitors
Covered by
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Sound & Vision is about more than designs and decibels. This exhibition brings together
creatives who are focused on something so personal and yet so unifying: their vision for
the future. We invited them together to display their tangible representations of progress.
To engage with each other and all of us. To open eyes, ears, and minds.
We are very proud of our fantastic lineup, which features brand partners and some of the
most innovative designers we’ve ever showcased. Our continued eﬀort to bring design
to the public led us to partner with the Design Pavilion NYC and set up our exhibition in
Times Square.
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VILLAGE
Discovery village of
thematic sound proof pods
in Times Square

VILLAGE

VILLAGE

42nd/43rd Street
Plaza South
Located next to NASDAQ
at 4 Times Square, the New
York Police Department
Times Square Station, and
the 1-2-3 42nd Street
Subway Station
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EXHIBITION BRAND PARTNERS

sound proof pods

premium public flooring

responsive lighting

transforming furniture

powered retail

audiophile headphones

presented by NYCEDC

active sitting
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FEATURED DESIGNER
Richard Clarkson
"Our design studio has been
particularly enthralled with
the merging of sound and
light - ever since the release
of our speaker/lamp "The
Cloud.” The opportunity to
expand on that concept and
share in the celebration of it
with other artists and
designers during Design
Week is incredible - a
symphony for the eyes, ears
& heart.”

rclarkson.com
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FEATURED INSTALLATION
YOU FEEL ME?
This multi-sensory
installation creates a
conversation between
bodies by transforming
words into tactile vibrations.
Created by Eric Gunther, a
multi media artist at Soso
Limited, creators of sensory
spaces driven by design
and technology.
sosolimited.com
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10. Sound
Response

VILLAGE
Each pod is a thematic
environment of products
and sound installations

Retail Market

7. What is That?

2. Bira Box Sounds

3. Baby Bots

9. Product
Showcase

12. Zen Space
1. Reverie Field

13. NYCxDesign
Press Room

Our activation space hosts
Eric Grunther’s feature
installation, pop up
performances and group
activities

5/6. Cloud Phone
Booths

4. Emergensynth

Activation
Space

11. Future
Interactive
8. Made to be
Played

14. Sleep Suite

An onsite retail market
allows visitors to purchase
many of the products they
experience in the village
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POD 1

REVERIE FIELD
Self-reflection experience that transforms a memory into light

ARTIST INFORMATION

drop cieling to house
electronics
hanging light display

Brooklyn-based new media artist
passionate about creating
meaningful interactive
experiences dealing with human
NO CHAIR

connectedness.

headphones
and podium
outside
pod for
interaction

“My goal is to make thought
provoking work that helps
promote thoughtful ideas and
foster discussion.”
morganmueller.com
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POD 2

BIRA BOX SOUNDS
Ambient music boxes with five tracks that play in concert with one another

ARTIST INFORMATION
display
of 5 Bira
Boxes

Nanoleaf Display

RICHARD LEVINSON
RadioRPL
Musician and artist based in

Possible
shelf
needed

65

NO CHAIR

Brooklyn. Long immersed in the
jazz and experimental music
scenes of New York, Rich now

Bolon Mat

combines his music with his
interest in minimalist design and
technology to make pieces of art
that look and sound beautiful.
radiorpl.com
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POD 3

BABY BOTS
Handmade experimental modular synthesizers, built inside of modified dolls

KEVIN JONES
Moon Armada
Moon Armada is a sound art

Nanoleaf Display

ARTIST INFORMATION

65

project focused on creating
objects that provide alternative
modes of interacting with music
and sound. They incorporate

Bolon Mat

imaginative concepts with pop
culture aesthetics to create
abstract musical instruments.
moonarmada.com
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POD 4

EMERGENSYNTH
Portable synthesizer housed in an electrical junction box

ARTIST INFORMATION

Kayrock
Karl LaRocca a.k.a. Kayrock is

Nanoleaf Display

KARL LAROCCA

mounting
wall for
product

65

equiment
storage
under
shelf

an artist, writer, printer,
musician, white crane kung fu
instructor, graphic designer,
Bolon Mat

product designer, and computer
programer. He is the owner of
Kayrock Screenprinting, a
commercial and fine art studio
located in Greenpoint, Brooklyn.
kayrock.org
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POD 5&6

CLARKSON PHONE BOOTHS
A quiet booth for phone calls with clouds that respond to your voice

drop cieling to house
electronics

ARTIST INFORMATION

richard clarkson cloud

Nanoleaf Display

RICHARD CLARKSON
Richard Clarkson Studios

65

Brooklyn based art and design
laboratory combining backgrounds in
art, design, science, engineering, and
business

Bolon Mat

Creating objects, products, and
installations that are minimal in style,
honest in material, elegant in simplicity
and sculptural to the core.
rclarkson.com
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POD 7

WHAT IS THAT?
Exploring new sound products from emerging designers

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
NO STRING GUITAR

Maryam Khaled AlKhalifa

LiHsing Wang

Politi-echo uses a retro childhood

No String Guitar uses sonar sensors

contraption to emulate something all

to detect hand position and help

too real in today's adulthood; an

children learn the guitar on an

echo chamber.

accessible device. leowang.org

18

Nanoleaf Display

POLIT-ECHO

product showcased
along shelf
framery shelf

camelinthecity.net

NO SPEAKER
Heejong Moon
NO Speaker challenges the way
people interact with media players
by making it dependent on physical
interaction. arimdesign.com

TALKING FLUTE
Yimeng Sun
This Native American Flute is
available with various interchangable
mouthpieces, which let the musician
change the sound and character of
this instrument. inddsophia.com

WAIT WEIGHT
TWEET TAPE

Nicholas Baker

JJ Chuan

The Wait Weight is an accessible

"Tweet Tapes" are upcycled tapes

timer with the tactile benefits of a

that have become unique greeting

weight. It is heavy enough to prop

cards, filled with customizable 140-

open a door, but light enough to

character messages. rehyphen.org

cover a phone and keep the user on
task. nicholas-baker.com
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Bolon Mat

POD 8

MADE TO BE PLAYED
Exploring new musical instruments through performance

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
RIVER

18

Yiyao Nie
Nanoleaf Display

This interactive instrument generates sound by detecting gestures of the performer.
https://www.yiyaonie.space/

product showcased
along shelf
framery shelf

O2JOY
Minsun Kim, Sisi Hong
Inspired by the handsome posture of the player, O2JOY instruments were crafted so
the musician can look aesthetically pleasing while creating their harmonies.
minsunkimstudio.com

RIPPLE
Chi-Hao Chiang
These bongo drums and washboards are expandable apart, but can come together to
form a harmonious Yin Yang symbol.
chihaochiang.com
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Bolon Mat

POD 9

PRODUCT SHOWCASE
Exploring new sound inspired products from from emerging designers

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
CROAKING HAND MASSAGER

Zilan Chen

Minun Kim

Inspired by a "balanced bird" toy,

Playable hand massager cast with

this instrument not only creates

scented spices that makes a

beautiful music, but also dances

croaking sound when struck.

elegantly for its musician.

minsunkimstudios.com

18

Nanoleaf Display

BANLANCE

product showcased
along shelf
framery shelf

chicochen.com
WOOD BOX DRUM

CENTER OF THE YOUNIVERSE

Naixin Kang

Seldon Yuan

This bamboo drum makes different
various lengths of its boards.

Center of the Youniverse tests the
narcissism of its observers by juxtaposing
their image within an image of the starry
night sky.

naixinkang.com

seldonyuan.com

rhythmic sounds based on the

TUNDUN
Jung Soo Park
In contrast to more static oil
diffusers, Tundun invites movement
and is meant to be swung around.
Its roar breaks up the monotony of
modern life while still emitting its
calming scents. junsoopark.com

MOSQUITO EARRINGS
Eunice Choi
These earrings provide absurd humor by
creating one of the most annoying sounds
imaginable. As they rotate, the earrings
depict the sound of a mosquito buzzing
near one's ear.
eunicechoi.net
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Bolon Mat

POD 10

SOUND RESPONSE
Products exploring new ways to capture the response of sound

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
wall of Richard
Clarkson - Sabers

18

SABER
Sound

This wall-sized lamp is able to visualize music and sound in a minimal, yet unique way.
rclarkson.com

Nanoleaf Display

Richard Clarkson

typographer

TYPOGRAPHER
Brendon Seyka
Typographer is a purpose-made "music machine," which features every audiovisual
element of the performance, alongside a custom bass guitar.
bseyka.com

VITRIFIED SOUND
Raymond Baccari
This installation features porcelain records, which test the material's ability to capture
sound.
raybaccari.com
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Bolon Mat

POD 11

FUTURE INTERACTIVE
Installations exploring new instruments of musical expression

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
18

FLUTO

Team Fluto
Fluto is a colossal light and wind instrument, which lets people concurrently conduct
an audiovisual symphony with others through their mobile devices.
flutopopup.com

Nanoleaf Display

FLUTO
Audance

Conducting
Paintings

pedestal for
monitor

CONDUCTING PAINTINGS
Chenyu Sun
This installation lets visitors appreciate art in a new way by becoming a conductor of
both music and paint.
chenyusun.com

AUDANCE
Max Horwich
Audance is an interactive music experience that lets users jam together with friends
and new people around the globe.
maxhorwich.com
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Bolon Mat

POD 12

ZEN SPACE
Sound and responsive light installation to bring you meditative repreive

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION

uds to hang from

drop cieling for clo

50

MJ Casselden
This immersive sound installation uses custom algorithms to create new harmonies
and produce an evolving supply of tranquil sound.
magneticsound.com

Nanoleaf Display

INFINITY

CLOUDS
Richard Clarkson

Bolon Mat

This cloud-shaped LED lamp can react to music and emit colorful RGB.
rclarkson.com
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POD 13

NYCxDESIGN MEDIA LOUNGE
Gathering space for media professionals covering NYC Design Week

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
Q2 OUND PROOF POD

Resource Furniture

Framery Acoustics

Beautiful and functional spaces that

Framery’s new model is designed for

enhance what people do within it

4-6 people. W ith superior sound

with a highly curated line of

insulation, it’s the best place to co-

transforming, space-saving, and

create, brainstorm and have great

complementary pieces

meetings.

resourcefurniture.com

frameryacoustics.com

FLOORING

ACCENT LIGHTING

Bolon

Nanoleaf

World leaders in woven vinyl flooring

Modular light panels with millions of

and rugs. Designed and produced in

colours, real-time music sync, and

Sweden with sustainability in mind

endless scenes for downloading

since 1949

nanoleaf.me

bolon.com
MINT
Tyler W illis
Mint is part coin bank and part percussive
instrument. Only one side is porous
enough for coins to pass through. Shaking
the bank to retrieve the coins evokes the
sound and action of panning for metal.
tylerwillis.co

POLARIZED CHAMBER
Matthew Abadi
This vessel visually depicts the
polarizing effects of communication
taking place in closed systems.
matthewabadi.com
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Nanoleaf Display

TRANSFORMING FURNITURE

100

Bolon Mat

POD 14

SLEEP SUITE
Transforming room providing respite from the chaos of T imes Square

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
100

TRANSFORMING COUCH/BED
Transforms from a plush, modern
sofa to a bunk bed for two adults to
maximize space and maximize
relaxation

Nanoleaf Display

Resource Furniture

resourcefurniture.com

Bolon Mat

SATELITE

ACCENT LIGHTING

Richard Clarkson

Nanoleaf

Satellite is an LED integrated

Modular light panels with millions of

speaker-lamp with programmed

colours, real-time music sync, and

panels that react to sound and

endless scenes for downloading

music in various ways.

nanoleaf.me

rclarkson.com
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OUTSIDE

OUTDOOR INSTALLATIONS
Collection of installations exploring interactivity and sound

PRODUCT / DESIGNER INFORMATION
YOU FEEL ME?

1

4

STREET SOUND

Eric Grunther SOSO Limited

Peter Pless

Interactive installation that engages two

Barricades divert, redirect and

people in conversation to experience the

confine. W ith subtle manipulation,

tactile translation of their conversation

these devices can invite interaction
for improvisational melody

sosolimited.com

5

peterpless.com

4
2

INFINITE MONOLITH

5

MOBY CHAIR

Natalia Szabla

T ime Ronco

infinity chamber that traps and

Chair for play and self-expression,

multiplies outside lighting

offering countless ways to ‘make it

the7thfl.studio

play’ - from painting and decorating,
to drumming and making music.

1
2

pulpmade.com

3

5

ACCORDIAN CABINET
x

Joseph Mercurio

x

In the constant contrast of work and

x

x

x

x

x

x

3

play which divide our daily routines.
this piece imagine what a playful

x

day at the office would be like.
juantrapp.myportfolio.com
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BRANDS, CREATORS, THE PUBLIC
LET’S CELEBRATE TOGETHER
Kiel Mead | Executive Producer | kiel@americandesignclub.com
Andrew Hunter | Managing Producer | andrew.hunter@humanspacemachine.com

